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Law of the Sea, the Continental
Shelf, and Marine Research
The question of the amount of seabed
to which a coastal nation is entitled is
addressed in the United Nations Convention
on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). This treaty,
ratified by 153 nations and in force since
1994, specifies national obligations, rights,
and jurisdiction in the oceans, and it allows
nations a continental shelf out to at least 200
nautical miles or to a maritime boundary.
Article 76 (A76) of the convention enables
coastal nations to establish their continental
shelves beyond 200 nautical miles and therefore to control, among other things, access
for scientific research and the use of seabed
resources that would otherwise be considered to lie beyond national jurisdiction.
To date, seven submissions for extended
continental shelves (ECS) have been filed
under UNCLOS (Table 1). These submissions have begun to define the ambiguities
in A76. How these ambiguities are resolved
into final ECS boundaries will probably set
important precedents guiding the future
delimitation of the ECS by the United States,
which has not ratified the convention, and
other coastal nations. This report uses examples from the first three submissions—by the
Russian Federation, Brazil, and Australia—
to identify outstanding issues encountered
in applying A76 to ECS delimitation.

Article 76 and Submissions
A76 (http://www.un.org/Depts/los/
convention_agreements/texts/unclos/part6.
htm) represents the consensus text of
UNCLOS negotiators from more than 100
nations. The resulting definition of the continental shelf is legal, with little or no relationship to geoscience definitions. The implementation of A76, however, emphasizes
marine geoscience: UNCLOS establishes a
Commission on Limits of the Continental
Shelf (CLCS), composed of geoscientists, to
provide expertise and make recommendations about ECS boundaries. CLCS tasks are
complicated by continuous advances in technology and scientific knowledge about continental margins and ocean floor processes
[Nordquist et al., 2004].
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Submissions to the CLCS are confidential,
as are deliberations between the submitting
nation and the CLCS. Comments from nations
sharing common borders are taken into consideration, but other comments are not considered. Only executive summaries posted
to the Web are publicly available. This lack
of transparency precludes significant peer
review of submissions by geoscientists who
are not CLCS members [Macnab, 2004].
Natural prolongation of the continental
shelf is a key concept in allowing a nation
to extend its jurisdiction beyond 200 nautical miles. The continental margin is the seabed and subsoil of the shelf, slope, and rise
and does not include the deep ocean floor
with its oceanic ridges or subsoil. In Australia’s submission, Macquarie Island illustrates
the challenge in interpreting ‘natural prolongation.’ The island is the subaerial exposure
of the curvilinear, segmented oceanic ridge/
trench system forming the complex transform
boundary between the Australian and Pacific
plates [Meckel et al., 2003]. The submitted
ECS follows this ridge/trench system well
beyond 200 nautical miles, indicating that the
ridge/trench system is interpreted as a natural
prolongation of the island (Figure 1). When
the CLCS makes a recommendation on this
ECS, it will set a precedent regarding oceanic
ridges on which islands sit.
In the Russian submission, both the
Lomonosov and Alpha-Mendeleev ridges
were used in an effort to extend Russian
jurisdiction across the Arctic basin. Published data from the continental shelves
and these ridges are sparse, although newer
studies (e.g., Integrated Ocean Drilling Program Expedition 302) are clarifying details
of Arctic basin evolution. In 2002, the CLCS
recommended that Russia make a revised
submission, suggesting that additional
information is required to substantiate its
ECS. CLCS has no set deadlines for making
revised submissions.

Formula and Constraint Lines
Two alternative methods for determining
the ECS are defined in A76:
1. Sediment thickness: The coastal nation
delineates a line seaward to points where

New Data Set of Onset of Annual
Snowmelt on Antarctic Sea Ice
The annual onset of snowmelt on sea ice
is essential for climate monitoring since it
triggers a decrease in surface albedo that
feeds back into a stronger absorption of
shortwave radiation—a process known as
the snowmelt-albedo feedback—and thus
strongly modifies the surface energy balance
during summer [Curry et al., 1995]. Algorithms designed for the detection of snowmelt on Arctic sea ice and based on longterm passive-microwave data [Anderson,
1997; Drobot and Anderson, 2001] revealed
the melt season in the Arctic from 1979
to 1998 to be significantly elongated and
the onset of melt to be shifted toward earlier dates [Drobot and Anderson, 2001; Belchansky et al., 2004].
In the Antarctic, however, little effort has
been made so far in detecting the length
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of the summer melt season on sea ice by
means of satellite microwave data. This
results from the fact that surface melting in
the Antarctic differs significantly from corresponding processes in the Arctic [Nicolaus
et al., 2006]. The hemispheric differences
are supported by extensive field measurements [Massom et al., 2001; Haas et al.,
2001] and find expression in a reversal of
the general surface radar backscatter and
brightness temperature (TB ) tendencies during summer [Haas, 2001; Kern and Heygster,
2001]: In the Antarctic, sea ice backscatter
increases and TB decreases when summer
approaches, contrary to the Arctic. Hence,
algorithms developed for Arctic sea ice are
not applicable on its southern counterpart.
As summer air temperatures in the Antarctic rarely rise above 0°C, classical surface
melt ponds have never been observed to the
extent they appear in the Arctic and the sea

Fig. 1. Map showing the 200-nautical-mile boundary for Australia (white), extended continental
shelves (ECS) (red), and treaty lines (black). KP designates Kerguelen Plateau.
the thickness of seabed sedimentary rocks
is at least 1% of the shortest distance from
the foot of the continental slope (FOS). This
formula is used in all submissions, although
much less frequently than points based on
the second, bathymetric, formula. Evaluating
sediment thickness points without access to
the submitted data is virtually impossible.
Brazil submitted a revision that moved its
southern ECS seaward from a sediment
thickness (Figure 2) to a constraint line
(defined below). This suggests new interpretations of existing data or the use of new
data to expand the ECS.
2. Bathymetry: The coastal nation delineates a line seaward to points 60 nautical
miles from the FOS. The FOS is broadly
defined as the point of maximum change in
gradient, requiring clear documentation of
all methods, sources, and filters used [CLCS,
1999]. Of the current submissions, bathymetry is invoked more frequently than any
other criteria in establishing the ECS. Unfortunately, the FOS is not consistently shown
in executive summaries.
Nations may also define FOS using ‘evidence to the contrary,’ which takes into
account those situations where, for example, the continent-ocean transition might lie
seaward of the maximum gradient change.
None of the executive summaries specifies
using evidence to the contrary, so its use
remains uncertain. A possible example is
the FOS in the Great Australian Bight (Figure
1). Measuring back 60 nautical miles from
the 86 bathymetric points places the FOS in
water depths of 4000–5000 meters, which

is more typical of the foot of the continental rise.
A76 defines maximum limits for the location of the ECS at either 350 nautical miles
from the baselines used to establish the territorial sea or 100 nautical miles from the
2500-meter isobath. Both constraint lines
are used in varying amounts. In A76, only
the 350-nautical-mile constraint line applies
to submarine ridges (not defined), but both
constraints apply to submarine elevations,
which are broadly defined as natural components of the continental margin, such
as plateaus, rises, caps, banks, and spurs.
These names have been applied by hydrographers to seafloor features without rigorous bathymetric or compositional criteria,
creating confusion for treatment within
A76. The Brazil submission describes a feature at 20.5°S as the Vitória-Trindade Ridge,
whereas the General Bathymetric Chart of
the Oceans (GEBCO) Sub-Committee on
Undersea Feature Names calls the same feature the Vitória-Trindade Seamount Chain
(Figure 2).
The Kerguelen Plateau of Australia affords
a location to examine the application of the
350-nautical-mile constraint line to a feature
that is arguably part of the deep ocean floor
yet is also considered a natural prolongation of the continental margin defined by
Heard and McDonald islands. The submitted
ECS extends more than 400 nautical miles
south of the 200-nautical-mile boundary
(Figure 1). Three Ocean Drilling Program

ice surface typically remains snow-covered
year-round. Drinkwater and Liu [2000] investigate snowmelt on Antarctic sea ice based
on a method that identifies a decrease in
surface radar backscatter. However, they
detect melt to be lasting for only some days
and exclusively on first-year ice. Presumably, the backscatter decrease they observe
is due to flooding of the snow before the ice
underneath finally deteriorates.
Consequently, a long-term observation of
summer melt patterns over the entire sea ice
area in the Antarctic demands criteria different from those used in the Arctic.
This article outlines a new method for
the detection of snowmelt onset on Antarctic sea ice, derived from field measurements
and long-term satellite data.

microwave signals from satellite observations in the respective region were coincidently observed.
The main activity of ISPOL was the performance of a drift station in the western Weddell Sea from 28 November 2004 to 2 January
2005. During this time, the R/V Polarstern
was anchored to an ice floe of consolidated
first- and second-year ice patches. This
allowed continuous measurements of properties of snow and ice and meteorological
conditions. Our observations revealed the
absence of strong and enduring meltwater
formation in the snow. Instead, the measurements indicated that diurnal freeze-thaw
cycles are the dominant process in generating the typical decrease of microwave TB
and the increase of radar backscatter on
Antarctic sea ice during the summer
[Willmes et al., 2007]. When the energy
input to the surface strengthens, meltwater
forms in the snowpack during the day, causing a rise of TB. Yet as the snow refreezes at
night, TB decreases again. This circumstance

Data Basis
During the austral summer of 2004–2005,
the Ice Station Polarstern (ISPOL) expedition [Hellmer et al., 2006] collected in situ
data of sea ice and snow properties during
the transition from spring to summer while
temporal changes of passive and active
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Fig. 1. Evolution of surface brightness temperature (37 gigahertz, vertical polarization) from
Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) swath data (black dots) and moving average
(n = 31, grey line) in the western Weddell Sea (67.8°S, 55.4°W), October 2004 to March 2005.
The identified melt season is highlighted by the shaded box.
makes daily averages of TB incapable of indicating the temporally limited snowmelt.
Recapitulating our in situ measurements
together with extensive analysis of satellite data, we suggest here that the summer
melt period on Antarctic sea ice be defined
through enhanced diurnal variability in
snow wetness and thus emissivity and TB.
Thereby, the onset of summer melt can be
identified from microwave data that provide
at least twice-daily observations of the sea
ice surface.
We used Special Sensor Microwave/
Imager (SSM/I) swath data in combination
with the ISPOL field data to investigate the
potential of satellite data for the long-term
observation of melt dynamics on Antarctic
sea ice. Results show the summer period to
be clearly silhouetted against the seasonal
cycle of diurnal TB (Figure 1). Hence, we
consider the diurnal TB variability a reliable
indicator for melt processes within the snowpack on Antarctic sea ice while the evolution of daily averages of TB and radar backscatter is strongly biased by snow depth, the
level of snow metamorphism, and ice type.

Melt Detection Algorithm and Data Product
On the basis of our findings, we developed a simple algorithm (Melt Detection
Algorithm; MeDeA) to identify the onset of
the annual summer melt period on Antarctic sea ice. MeDeA detects the first date with

the 5-day average of the diurnal TB amplitude exceeding a threshold of 10 K for at
least 3 consecutive days in the period from
1 October to 31 March. The threshold and
the moving-window sizes were chosen after
careful examination of ground truth data
and coincident satellite observations. However, as the significance of freeze-thaw cycle
strengthening during summer shows large
spatial variations, a threshold adjustment
to, for example, 12.5 K decreases the total
amount of detected melt flags by approximately 20%. This affects mostly sea ice in the
marginal ice zone, where diurnal amplitudes
of TB increase early, but are not very strong
throughout each summer. For the remaining
ice cover, moderate variations of thresholding and interdiurnal averaging caused only
minor changes of the results presented in
Figure 2.
We force the algorithm with twice-daily
surface TB from the SSM/I pathfinder data
set, which provides microwave TB data from
1987 to the present. Twenty years of summer
TB were processed and combined in a comprehensive data set called Melt Detection
on Antarctic Sea Ice (MEDAntS). The MEDAntS product includes (1) the annual date
of snowmelt onset (Figure 2), (2) the annual
date of freeze onset, (3) the duration of summer melt, and (4) the daily strength of the
diurnal TB cycle from 1 October to 31 March
for the entire area of Antarctic sea ice from
1987 to 2007. The duration of summer melt

can only be mapped for areas of perennial
ice because most often ice breakup occurs
earlier than the defined onset of steady
freezing.
Melt-onset detection provides encouraging results. For example, MeDeA detects
snowmelt to emerge later at higher latitudes
and earliest at the marginal ice zone of the
Weddell Sea (Figure 2) in the austral summer of 2004–2005, whereas in the western
Pacific and Indian ocean sectors snowmelt
occurs exclusively in coastal areas where
sea ice does not retreat too fast for significant melt processes to take place.
The new algorithm can be used to map
interannual variations in summer melt characteristics throughout each austral summer.
There is considerable opportunity to use this
new melt data set for climate studies, including the development and validation of general circulation model outputs, as well as for
the detection of climate change signals.
This new product is now available online
at the Web site of the Department of Environmental Meteorology at the University of
Trier (http://klima.uni-trier.de).
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